Abstract. In order to learn more about the behaviour of case-based reasoners as learning systems, we formalise a simple case-based learner as a PAC learning algorithm. We show that the case-based representation hCB; i is rich enough to express any boolean function. We de ne a family of simple case-based learning algorithms which use a single, xed similarity measure and we give necessary and su cient conditions for the consistency of these learning algorithms in terms of the chosen similarity measure. Finally, we consider the way in which these simple algorithms, when trained on target concepts from a restricted concept space, often output hypotheses which are outside the chosen concept space. A case study investigates this relationship between concept space and hypothesis space and concludes that the case-based algorithm studied is a less than optimal learning algorithm for the chosen, small, concept space.
Introduction
The performance of a case-based reasoning system 13] will change over time as new cases are added to the case base by the problem-solving process. A prudent knowledge engineer might wonder whether the performance will necessarily improve, how quickly the performance of the system might change, or how many exemplars would be required to reach some speci c level of accuracy in problem solving.
A simple model of a case memory system is presented here as a basis for answering these questions analytically. The model used is a functional one in that the knowledge content of the case memory system is modelled as a mapping between input and output domains. The analysis applied to this model is a probabilistic, worst case analysis, in that we apply the PAC learning framework 3] 10] to case-based learning.
For the moment, a number of restrictions are made in order to gain leverage on the problems in hand. To focus on the learning behaviour of the systems, the model abstracts away from many aspects of case-based reasoning systems which are of interest in other contexts such as interactive properties, details of the reasoning process at conceptual and implementation levels and knowledge representation issues such as the choice of abstract indices. Additionally, this paper focuses only on case-based classi ers whose task is to decide whether or not the input description is an instance of some concept. The set of f0; 1g-valued total functions de ned over this domain will be denoted B N= (D N ! f0; 1g).
By hypothesis space we refer to the set of possible hypotheses that might be output by the case-based learning algorithm over all possible training samples. The term concept space on the other hand will be used to refer to some speci c subset of B N from which target concepts for the learning algorithm might be drawn. In particular, section 5 considers the set of monomial functions as the concept space for a case-based learning algorithm. A monomial expression U is a combination of no more than N literals chosen without replacement from the set fu 1 ; : : : ; u N g; additionally each chosen literal may be negated before being added to U. The classi cation function for the expression interprets U as a conjunction of the (possibly negated) literals:
The function h 
The similarity measure is a function over pairs of descriptions returning a normalised real value indicating the degree of similarity between the two instances:
The pair hCB; i is treated as the representation of a function from B N , according to the following interpretation related to the`standard semantics' for a case-based classi er of Jantke and Lange 12] In the current paper, we restrict our study to the following family of very simple case-based learning algorithms.
De nition 1. CB1( ) will depend on the choice of ; a similarity measure that assigns high similarity to arbitrary pairs of descriptions will not be of much use in de ning a viable learning algorithm.
The best understood learning algorithms are those which consistent, i.e. those which are able to classify correctly at least the exemplars in their training sample. In the following section we demonstrate precisely which choices of similarity measure allow CB1( ) to behave consistently. (3) This property ensures a consistent hypothesis since any exemplar in the case base will be judged strictly most similar to itself, and therefore those exemplars at least will be classi ed correctly by equation (2) . De niteness is not however a necessary condition for consistency. The exemplars in the case base will still be classi ed correctly as long as the most similar object to a positive exemplar is any positive exemplar and the most similar object to a negative exemplar is any negative one. In other words, two distinct objects may be assigned maximal similarity only if they are classi ed the same by all relevant classi cation functions f. This is recognised informally as a necessary condition by Wess and Globig 15, p.86]. We express it within our framework in our de nition of predictivity and prove it a necessary and su cient condition over to make CB1( ) a consistent learning algorithm.
De nition 3. Predictivity of a Similarity Measure with respect to a concept space C. A similarity measure is predictive of a concept space C i , for any concept c C: 
Note how this relates to equation (2) in that the property of de niteness is relaxed precisely where no misclassi cation will occur under our chosen classi cation function (2) . The asymmetry in equations (4) and (5) re ects the preference given to negative exemplars in the classi cation function. Hence we emphasise that choosing a di erent semantics in (2) would entail a slightly di erent form of the following theorem. As a further corollary, we can also state the following.
Corollary 6. Given a similarity measure which is predictive of a concept space C, then for any target concept c C there is a case-base CB s.t. h hCB; i = c.
Proof. For some and C s.t. is predictive of C, take any c C and any training sample s for c which contains an exemplar for every point in the example space D N . Since Theorem 4 guarantees that the output of CB1( ) will be consistent with s, clearly the function h hCB; i output by CB1( ) on s will be exactly c. u t Finally we observe that it is a basic result in the PAC framework that a learning algorithm which is consistent with respect to some concept space and which learns using a nite hypothesis space is a PAC-learning algorithm for that concept space 3, p.41]. Since the number of distinct boolean functions that can be de ned on D N is 2 2 N the hypothesis space of CB1( ) must be nite. Hence, trivially, a similarity measure predictive of any concept space C B N is su cient to make CB1( ) a PAC learning algorithm for C (c.f. PACLearnability results for case-based classi ers for concepts de ned on real-valued attributes in 1] 2]). PAC learnability answers one of our original questions (x1): the performance of a consistent case-based reasoning system will eventually improve if enough exemplars are presented. What is more interesting however, is to ask how many examples must be processed to guarantee a good hypothesis.
Sample Complexity in Case-Based Learning
The sample complexity of a learning algorithm with respect to some concept space is de ned within the PAC learning framework as the size of training sample which will ensure, to some level of con dence and accuracy, that the hypothesis chosen by the learning algorithm is a good approximation, for any target concept in the chosen concept space. Theorem 7 gives an upper bound on sample complexity in terms of the VC dimension of the hypothesis space used by an algorithm. The VC dimension of a space of f0; 1g-valued functions is a quantity related to the size of the function space, being de ned as the size of the largest possible sample from the example space for which every possible dichotomy into positive and negative examples can be generated by some function in the set (`shattering') 4, p.934] 9, p.189]. Note the relationship of this theorem to the results of the previous section in that it refers speci cally to consistent learning algorithms. where & are the required levels of con dence and accuracy, and k i constant.
In giving an upper bound on sample complexity, Theorem 7 shows that the size of training sample that can be processed before a consistent learning algorithm necessarily outputs a good hypothesis with high probability will increase with the VC dimension. In what follows, we assume that the converse also holds, and that as the VC dimension increases, the sample complexity of the learning algorithm also must increase. Although strictly this depends on the speci c properties of the learning algorithm using the hypothesis space, we hold that, in general, the larger the hypothesis space, the more training examples the learner must see in order to discriminate between the available hypotheses, and choose a hypothesis that is accurate with high probability 10, p.1103].
Any such discussion, however, requires us to characterise the hypothesis space of our case-based learners. The hypothesis space of CB1( ) with respect to some concept space C will be referred to as H (7) where hyp t; = fh hCB; i jCB tg These statements show how the hypothesis space of CB1( ) depends on the choice of both the similarity measure and the concept space. For smaller concept spaces, since we restrict the possible target concepts and hence the allowable training samples, only a restricted number of the possible functions in B N may be output as hypotheses. On the other hand, it will not be uncommon that a case base CB which is extensible to some target concept c C will be interpreted by equation (2) Our contribution in the remainder of the paper is to establish a lower bound on the VC dimension of the hypothesis space of CB1( ) for particular instances of C and . Speci cally, we will consider the (highly restricted) set of functions M N;k as concept space and the`unweighted feature count' F de ned in equation (8) Proposition 10 indicates that it will be su cient to infer from equation (9) that for any monomial function f M p each extrapolation of f is a member of the hypothesis space with respect to M p+1;k for values 1 k p+1. Proposition 14 in turn shows that it will be su cient to derive from the inductive hypothesis that for each f 0 extr p (f) there is a t M p+1;1 and a case-base CB t containing just one positive exemplar which represents f 0 , which will entail the results for all other values of k. Hence it will be shown equation (9) shown that there are case-bases de ned in terms of CB and T which will satisfy each of equations (10) lead us to believe in addition that the presence of these spurious hypotheses will make CB1( F ) a relatively ine cient learning algorithm for M N;k (with respect to sample complexity) compared to a consistent learning algorithm which can represent only the functions M N;k . We suggest that this is a natural corollary of the generality of CB1( F ).
In contrast, Wess and Globig have already pointed out and ably demonstrated that \the similarity] measure (respectively the way to modify the measure) is the bias of case-based reasoning" 15, p.90]. That is, with some prior knowledge of the concept space to be learnt, the similarity measure can be manipulated so that the hypotheses output by the case-based learner are more likely to be close to the possible target concepts. Such strategies demonstrably improve e ciency with respect to sample size 8] 15], although performance will obviously be degraded outside the chosen concept space.
Where more sophisticated case-based learning algorithms outperform a simple but universal algorithm such as CB1( F ), this must be seen as the result of some bias in the learning algorithm to the target concepts that the algorithms are being tested on. We believe that the formalisation presented here and its attention to the hypothesis space of the case-based learner provide a tool for the rigorous comparison of the many possible case-based learning algorithms and the di erent forms of bias they embody. Much work remains in carrying out these comparisons and in extending the model, for example to allow for the possibility of observational error in the cases of the case base.
